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The Grotesque in Photography
Griff: I learned early on that the easiest way to avoid
a broken heart is to always be the first out the door.
Caring about anyone or anything is asking to be
disappointed, which is why I avoid relationships and
chase freelance gigs - ghost writing restaurant
reviews and penning articles about the efficacy of
cheesy pick up lines - instead of chasing my dreams.
Besides, dreams don't come true for people like me.
And no one, not even the sexy-as-hell bartender at
the club can convince me otherwise. Because I'm
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never risking my heart again. Sam: As a bartender
I've watched a million pick-up artists work their
magic, but none as talented as Griffin Marian. He's a
flirt, a good time. Hooking up with him was supposed
to be just a fling. I wasn't supposed to care abut his
fractured past or his buried dreams. I have my own
future to worry about, especially after that stupid food
critic scuttled my hopes of finally opening my own
restaurant. But, the more time I spend with Griff, the
more I'm beginning to realize that my plans mean
nothing without him. If only I can convince him to give
us a chance to follow our dreams together.

Cinquanta Sfumature di BDSM:
Recounts Hardin's first encounters with Tessa and
their ensuing love affair that became a vortex pulling
in everyone around them.

Between Two Billionaires
This femdom BUNDLE by Tom Longo includes 6 short
stories (Over 41,000 words). In this collection you will
get:1: Chastity for my Goddess: Femdom
Humiliation2: My Wife Learns Femdom: Chastity
Humiliation3: Pathetic and Sissified: Hotwife
Humiliation4: Femdom & BBW5: The Good Cuck:
Hotwife Humiliation6: Big Black Beautiful Jasmine:
Ebony FemdomA total of 6 stories that were crafted
for men that dream of submitting to a powerful,
dominant woman.

Delta of Venus
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Noi siamo quello che altri hanno voluto che
diventassimo. Facciamo in modo che diventiamo
quello che noi avremmo (rafforzativo di saremmo)
voluto diventare.

Jamie Dornan: Shades of Desire
Sarah Palmer lives in her own little bubble. Life
consists of work at the coffee shop, chatting online
with friends, and trying her best to uphold the morals
she was taught in Catholic school. Her step-sister
Ethel is the complete opposite. When Ethel guilts
Sarah into sneaking into a party under the guise of
being strippers, Sarah's entire world turns upside
down. Everything she thought she knew about herself
is changing, and she doesn't know how to stop it.
What was supposed to be a night of trespassing and
fun quickly turns into an unexpected love affair with a
handsome stranger. Tristan Locke is perfect. Too
perfect. And Sarah's about to learn that if something
seems too good to be true, it usually is. This is a standalone novel.

Forbidden Pleasure
Physics of Blackness
The Mister
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Fanny
Daunted by the singular sexual tastes and dark
secrets of the beautiful, tormented young
entrepreneur Christian Grey, Anastasia Steele has
broken off their relationship to start a new career with
a Seattle publishing house.

Before
Krum Botev has never had anything in life apart from
himself. He knows only what he has been taught.
Hard, selfish, insensitive, but faithful to the Father,
the one who raised and educated him according to
the values of the secret society he is part of. No one
has ever succeeded in knocking down his armor. No
one can touch him outside or inside; no-one except
her, who is part of that past Krum cannot forget.
Ambra Livori, a beautiful and wealthy heiress, has
always had everything. But nightmares don't give her
a break. They go on showing her the man who ruined
her life when she was only sixteen. The memory of
him, over time, has become a perverse feeling she
cannot tolerate. Just when Ambra decides to learn
how to control her emotions, she receives a strange
call. Her origins will be questioned and the past will
become a terrible present from which she won't be
able to escape. Fighting for herself will be the only
solution. What links Ambra and Krum? But most of all,
can two different souls be able to touch each other
outside and inside? A secret organization, an
uncontrollable passion, a man and a woman destined
to clash.
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Selected Poems
FIRST IN A NEW SERIES In the new Mastered series by
New York Times bestselling author Lorelei James, a
woman’s desire to shatter her inhibitions leaves her
unprepared for where that erotic journey will take
her…. Former small-town girl Amery Hardwick is living
her dream as a graphic designer in Denver, Colorado.
She’s focused on building her business, which leaves
little time for dating—not that she needs a romantic
entanglement to fulfill her. When her friend signs up
for a self-defense class as part of her recovery after
an attack, Amery joins her for support. That’s where
she meets him. Ronin Black, owner of the dojo, is so
drawn to Amery that he takes over her training—in
public and in private. The enigmatic Ronin pushes
Amery’s boundaries from the start, and with each new
tryst, Amery becomes addicted to the pleasure and to
him. But when Amery senses Ronin is hiding
something, she questions her total trust in him,
despite the undeniable thrill of his possession….

Captivated By You
Melita continua a mostrarsi riluttante mentre
frequenta il Resort del Risveglio del Corpo di Napa
Valley. Combattuta tra il tentare di compiacere il suo
fidanzato e di aggrapparsi ai suoi valori morali, Melita
è nel bel mezzo di una guerra interiore: riuscirà a
farcela? Le lezioni sono appena iniziate e, nonostante
questo, lei ha ancora davanti una lunga strada.
Questa è la seconda parte di una trilogia.
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Goffaggini erotiche e involuzioni
prosaiche
One very hot Italian summer, a young woman sits
alone in her bedroom and writes in her diary: 'I want
love. I want to feel my heart melt. I want to sink into a
river of passion.' As the summer unfolds, she follows
her desires wherever they lead her, often into the
arms of men who set her world on fire. She is thrilled
to discover the sexual power she wields. And yet, will
any of these passionate encounters lead to the love
she longs for?

Virgil, Aeneid 8
Grounding Griffin
Ask me what I like? What do you like? A father and
daughter walk through their neighborhood, brimming
with questions as they explore their world. With so
many things to enjoy, and so many ways to ask—and
talk—about them, it's a snapshot of an ordinary day in
a world that's anything but. This story is a
heartwarming and inviting picture book with a
tenderly written story by Bernard Waber and glorious
illustrations by Suzy Lee.

Education of Sophie
He makes the rules . . . Mafiya enforcer Aleksandr
"The Siberian" Sevastyan's loyalty to his boss is
unwavering, until he meets the boss's long-lost
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daughter, a curvy, tantalizing redhead who haunts his
mind and heats his blood like no other. Ordered to
protect her, Sevastyan will do anything to possess her
as well-on his own wicked terms. Rules are made to
be broken . . . PhD student Natalie Porter had barely
recovered from her first sight of the breathtakingly
gorgeous Sevastyan before the professional hit man
whisks her away to Russia, thrusting her into a world
of extreme wealth and wanton pleasures. With every
day she spends under his protection, she falls deeper
under his masterful spell. Are you ready to play? Yet
all is not as it seems. To remove Natalie from an
enemy's reach, Sevastyan spirits her into hiding. From
an opulent palace in Russia to the decadent
playgrounds of the mega-wealthy in Paris, the two
lovers will discover that even their darkest-and most
forbidden-fantasies can come true… Previously
released as The Professional - Parts 1, 2 and 3 as
eBook exclusives.

Bully
GASPARA STAMPA (1523-54) is considered the
greatest woman poet of the Italian Renaissance, and
she is regarded by many as the greatest Italian
woman poet of any age. A highly skilled musician,
Stampa produced some of the most musical poetry in
the Italian language. Her sonnets of unrequited love
speak in a language of honest passion and profound
loss. They look forward to the women writers of the
nineteenth century and are a milestone in women's
literature. This dual-language edition of selected
poems presents, along with the Italian original, the
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first English translation of Stampa's work. It includes
an introduction to the poet and her work, a note on
the translation, and provides the reader with notes to
the poems, a bibliography, and a first-line index.
DUAL-LANGUAGE POETRY Introduction, bibliography,
first-line index.

Daddy's Girl
From USA Today bestselling author Sky Corgan comes
a wartime romance that will have you swooning and
fanning yourself. I invaded her country, but I'm going
to invade more than that. FynnI caught the silhouette
of a woman out of the corner of my eye when I was
carrying out an execution.She could have been a spy,
so I had no choice but to follow her.When I cornered
her in an abandoned house, I knew I had to have
her.AnyaI'm just trying to survive this bloody
war.When I heard men's voices on the other side of
the fence, I couldn't help but be curious.The sound of
gunshots sent me scurrying back to my camp. I never
expected to be followed.Now this handsome stranger
is demanding that I come with him. He says that the
only way to save me is to let him put a baby inside
me. I've never been with a man before, but when he
looks at me with those hungry eyes, it's hard to say
no. It doesn't hurt that he's a handsome prince.Heat
level: Smokin' HotDirty Prince is a super romantic
stand-alone novel. If you thought chivalry was dead,
this book will reignite it in your soul.

Bound
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Anais Nin's Delta of Venus is a stunning collection of
sexual encounters from the queen of literary erotica.
From Mathilde's lust-filled Peruvian opium den to the
Hungarian baron driven insane by his insatiable
desire, the passions and obsessions of this dazzling
cast of characters are vivid and unforgettable. Delta
of Venus is a deep and sensual world that evokes the
very essence of sexuality.

Epic Continent
The passionate new romance from E L James, author
of the phenomenal #1 bestselling Fifty Shades Trilogy
London, 2019. Life has been easy for Maxim
Trevelyan. With his good looks, aristocratic
connections, and money, he’s never had to work and
he’s rarely slept alone. But all that changes when
tragedy strikes and Maxim inherits his family’s noble
title, wealth, and estates, and all the responsibility
that entails. It’s a role he’s not prepared for and one
that he struggles to face. But his biggest challenge is
fighting his desire for an unexpected, enigmatic
young woman who’s recently arrived in England,
possessing little more than a dangerous and
troublesome past. Reticent, beautiful, and musically
gifted, she’s an alluring mystery, and Maxim’s longing
for her deepens into a passion that he’s never
experienced and dares not name. Just who is Alessia
Demachi? Can Maxim protect her from the
malevolence that threatens her? And what will she do
when she learns that he’s been hiding secrets of his
own? From the heart of London through wild, rural
Cornwall to the bleak, forbidding beauty of the
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Balkans, The Mister is a roller-coaster ride of danger
and desire that leaves the reader breathless to the
very last page.

Violència i identitat
From mystery man to Mr Shades of Grey - who is
Jamie Dornan? Little more than a year ago, no one
had heard of Jamie Dornan. Then one chilling and
explosive performance as a sexy serial killer in BBC
drama The Fall, and he was the hottest actor in the
country. So hot, in fact, that when Hollywood
desperately needed to find a male lead for the biggest
new film franchise in years - the Fifty Shades of
Greytrilogy - Jamie was the man they turned to. But
who is the celluloid Christian Grey? Who is the real
Jamie Dornan? In this compelling portrait of the actor,
musician and model, we discover his Northern Irish
roots and what first drew him to acting - could it have
anything to do with film and Hollywood being in the
family's blood? We also learn of the tragedy in his
childhood and of the relationship - with superstar
Keira Knightley - which broke his heart. And what it
was like playing a serial killer for months on end and
then transforming himself into every woman's
ultimate fantasy - as damaged, dashing Christian
Grey. For anyone who wants to see the star of Fifty
Shades of Greylaid bare, the Shades of Desireis for
you - an up-close and personal encounter with a man
who seems to have stepped out of a dream.

ANNO 2019 FEMMINE E LGBTI
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Gideon calls me his angel, but he’s the miracle in my
life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to
slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The
vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter
than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old
wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured
bitter enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping
from my grasp, my greatest fears becoming my
reality, my love tested in ways I wasn’t sure I was
strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our
lives, the darkness of his past encroached and
threatened everything we’d worked so hard for. We
faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives
we’d had before each other or the fight for a future
that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless
dream…

Mastered by Her Mates
Just the sight of Dustin Nikoli spiked fear in my heart.
The memories of the things that he had put me
through in high school made me want to run in the
other direction. I was the dirt on the bottom of his
shoes, my only purpose someone for him to torment.
No one else saw it. To his peers, he was a man's man.
To all of the girls unaffected by his cruelty, a lust
object. He was the hottest *sshole you could ever
meet. Pretty face. Amazing body. Ugly on the inside. I
moved to another city for college to avoid him. I never
expected that he would already be there. Maybe I
should have done my research better. The night that I
ran into him couldn't have been any worse. He was
the straw that broke the camel's back. I wasn't taking
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his crap anymore though. I used my inebriation to
give me courage and told him everything I thought
about him. And then I ended up in his bed This is a
stand alone novel. Keywords: college romance, new
adult romance, romantic comedy, alpha male
romance, bad boy romance, school romance, love
triangle romance

Hard-Core Romance
L'idea di scrivere questa guida ci è venuta notando
che tante persone vorrebbero intraprendere il
mestiere di scrittore, forse pensando che oggi, in
Italia, di scrittura si possa vivere. Il genere più
gettonato da questi aspiranti ricchi e famosi grazie
alla scrittura pare essere il rosa/erotico, forse perché
ritenuto quello di più facile approccio e maggior
ritorno economico. Rita Angelelli, che ha lasciato il
nom de plume che l'ha resa nota nel campo del
romanzo erotico per diventare direttore editoriale de
Le Mezzelane, e Maria Grazia Beltrami (mgb per amici
e nemici) editor, hanno riversato in questo piccolo
manuale la loro esperienza in materia, declinando in
modo umoristico un testo prettamente tecnico,
mediante esempi esilaranti, vignette e battute al
fulmicotone. Un libro indispensabile per chi si vuole
dedicare alla narrazione erotica, ma anche per chi
vuole scrivere (bene) e basta.

Tarnsman of Gor
In Christian’s own words, and through his thoughts,
reflections, and dreams, E L James offers a fresh
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perspective on the love story that has enthralled
hundreds of millions of readers around the world.
CHRISTIAN GREY exercises control in all things; his
world is neat, disciplined, and utterly empty – until
the day that Anastasia Steele falls into his office, in a
tangle of shapely limbs and tumbling brown hair. He
tries to forget her, but instead is swept up in a storm
of emotion he cannot comprehend and cannot resist.
Unlike any woman he has known before, shy,
unworldly Ana seems to see right through him – past
the business prodigy and the penthouse lifestyle to
Christian’s cold, wounded heart. Will being with Ana
dispel the horrors of his childhood that haunt
Christian every night? Or will his dark sexual desires,
his compulsion to control, and the self-loathing that
fills his soul drive this girl away and destroy the
fragile hope she offers him?

Two Much for You
"Jong . . . filled a gap in the great tradition of the
picaresque novel. . . . Linguistically, "Fanny" is a
tower of strength. . . . Jong has gone farther than
Joyce."--Anthony Burgess, "Saturday Review."

Buzzati 1969
From its beginnings in Twilight fan-fiction to its recordbreaking sales as an e-book and paperback, the story
of the erotic romance novel Fifty Shades of Grey and
its two sequels is both unusual and fascinating.
Having sold over seventy million copies worldwide
since 2011, E. L. James’s lurid series about a sexual
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ingénue and the powerful young entrepreneur who
introduces her to BDSM sex has ingrained itself in our
collective consciousness. But why have these
particular novels—poorly written and formulaic as
they are—become so popular, especially among
women over thirty? In this concise, engaging book,
Eva Illouz subjects the Fifty Shades cultural
phenomenon to the serious scrutiny it has been
begging for. After placing the trilogy in the context of
best-seller publishing, she delves into its remarkable
appeal, seeking to understand the intense reading
pleasure it provides and how that resonates with the
structure of relationships between men and women
today. Fifty Shades, Illouz argues, is a gothic romance
adapted to modern times in which sexuality is both a
source of division between men and women and a site
to orchestrate their reconciliation. As for the novels’
notorious depictions of bondage, discipline, and
sadomasochism, Illouz shows that these are as much
a cultural fantasy as a sexual one, serving as a guide
to a happier romantic life. The Fifty Shades trilogy
merges romantic fantasy with self-help guide—two of
the most popular genres for female readers. Offering
a provocative explanation for the success and
popularity of the Fifty Shades of Grey novels, HardCore Romance is an insightful look at modern
relationships and contemporary women’s literature.

Shades of Desire
Selected as one of NPR's Best Books of 2019 Selected
by National Geographic as one of 12 "great books for
travelers" 'The prose is colourful and vigorous
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Jubber's journeying has indeed been epic, in scale and
in ambition. In this thoughtful travelogue he has
woven together colourful ancient and modern threads
into a European tapestry that combines the sombre
and the sparkling' Spectator 'A genuine epic'
Wanderlust Award-winning travel writer Nicholas
Jubber journeys across Europe exploring Europe's epic
poems, from the Odyssey to Beowulf, the Song of
Roland to theNibelungenlied, and their impact on
European identity in these turbulent times. These are
the stories that made Europe. Journeying from Turkey
to Iceland, award-winning travel writer Nicholas
Jubber takes us on a fascinating adventure through
our continent's most enduring epic poems to learn
how they were shaped by their times, and how they
have since shaped us. The great European epics were
all inspired by moments of seismic change: The
Odyssey tells of the aftermath of the Trojan War, the
primal conflict from which much of European
civilisation was spawned. The Song of the Nibelungen
tracks the collapse of a Germanic kingdom on the
edge of the Roman Empire. Both the French Song of
Roland and the Serbian Kosovo Cycleemerged from
devastating conflicts between Christian and Muslim
powers. Beowulf, the only surviving Old English epic,
and the great Icelandic Saga of Burnt Njal, respond to
times of great religious struggle - the shift from
paganism to Christianity. These stories have stirred
passions ever since they were composed, motivating
armies and revolutionaries, and they continue to do
so today. Reaching back into the ancient and
medieval eras in which these defining works were
produced, and investigating their continuing influence
today, Epic Continent explores how matters of
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honour, fundamentalism, fate, nationhood, sex, class
and politics have preoccupied the people of Europe
across the millennia. In these tales soaked in blood
and fire, Nicholas Jubber discovers how the world of
gods and emperors, dragons and water-maidens,
knights and princesses made our own: their deep
impact on European identity, and their resonance in
our turbulent times.

Dirty Prince
Can a bold-faced lie lead to everlasting love? One by
one, the impetuous heroines in the Wicked
Deceptions series intend to find out, each in her
unique way. . . How to seduce an estranged
husband--and banish debt!--in four wickedly improper,
shockingly pleasurable steps 1. Learn the most
intimate secrets of London's leading courtesan. 2.
Pretend to be a courtesan yourself, using the name
Juliet Leighton. 3. Travel to Venice and locate said
husband. 4. Seduce husband, conceive an heir, and
voila, your future is secure! For Julia, the Duchess of
Colton, such a ruse promises to be foolproof. After all,
her husband has not bothered to lay eyes on her in
eight years, since their hasty wedding day when she
was only sixteen. But what begins as a tempestuous
flirtation escalates into full-blown passion--and the
feeling is mutual! Could the man the Courtesan
Duchess married actually turn out to be the love of
her life?

The Courtesan Duchess
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Virgil, Aeneid 8 provides the first full-scale
commentary on one of the most important and
popular books of the great epic of imperial Rome. The
commentary is accompanied by a new critical text
and a prose translation.

Fifty Shades Darker
The son of a duke and an infamous mother, Alistair
Mabry, Marquess of Rexton, fought his way to
respectability. Now, the most eligible bachelor in
London, marriage-shy Rexton will take only a wife
with an impeccable reputation, good breeding, and a
penchant for staying out of the gossip sheets. But
when he strikes a deal to be seen “courting” a sweet
young debutante whose notorious older sister has
blemished her chances for marriage, Rexton is
unexpectedly drawn to the highly inappropriate,
calamitous Tillie, Lady Landsdowne herself. After a
scandalous incident that sent shockwaves throughout
society and disgraced her, Tillie refuses to cower in
the face of the ton. Instead, she will hold her head
high as she serves as chaperone for her younger
sister, but Tillie is convinced Rexton’s courtship is
shrouded with secrets—ones she vows to uncover.
However, doing so requires getting dangerously close
to the devilishly handsome and forbidden marquess…

The Professional
'We both knew it was up to him to lead. He took his
time I had never been so consciously vulnerable in my
life. And now I had to enter a place where I trusted
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this man completely. Trusted him not to actually
abuse me. Trusted him not to hurt me. It was a fine
line. How would he or I know when to stop? How far
would we go now we had started? Would I be in
danger? I could already feel the drama of the
compulsion to explore' In March 1982, 23-year-old
Stella Black meets her ultimate match. He is an
insanely rich, older man, with all the luxuries life has
to offer at his disposal, and yet he yearns for just one
thing: Stella. Together, they embark on a daring
sexual journey that proves breathtakingly erotic. As
Stella explores her submissive side, she finds herself
falling deeper than she could ever have imagined.
Based on the author's own diaries, this is a real-life
Fifty Shades with a difference.

He Wants It All
Two weeks ago, two of the dreamiest men I've ever
seen moved in across the street. Ever since then, I've
been obnoxiously aware of every little noise I hear
coming from next door. Every sound is a chance that
they might be outside working on one of their cars in
their driveway or mowing the lawn shirtless.
Yummy.Looking is all I can do though. They're both
way out of my league. One a gorgeous blond with a
swimmer's build. The other a ruggedly handsome
brunette with the most delicious five o'clock shadow.
And then there's me, average at best.Never in a
million years did I think they would show up on my
front doorstep. And what they want is far from
conventional. This is a standalone ménage short story
that was previously published in the Red Hot Sizzle
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box set.

Grey
Resigning from The Club, a members-only facility
where a man's every fantasy can come true, when he
marries innocent Keiley Hardin, John "Mac" McCoy is
tormented by his fantasies of sharing his wife with
another man, fantasies that are transformed into
reality with the arrival of his best friend, Jethro Riggs,
who helps him introduce Keiley to a pleasure she
never expected. Reprint.

BDSM. A Guide for Explorers of Extreme
Eroticism
Studying in a very strict junior college for uniformed
18 year olds, living with her parents, the very
Innocent Sophie ignores sex and loathes the bad
taunts of her frustrated colleagues. Then she receives
a folder of photographs that make her think with her
brain and with other parts of her body that remind her
of their presence. Willing to further her sensual
discoveries, she is caught in a whirlwind of sexual
activity that take her from the first steps to an
advanced degree in pervery in a few easy (and highly
detailed for our viewing pleasure) lessons. An early
incamation of fan favorite Twenty, Sophie is the
charming young woman everyone would like to
er..protect and everyone does.

One Hundred Strokes of the Brush
Before Bed
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The first, intimate biography of Jamie Dornan as he
takes on one of the most iconic characters in fiction Christian Grey. Jamie Dornan is about to become the
hottest sex symbol on the planet after landing the
leading role in the Fifty Shades of Grey movies. But
he remains almost as enigmatic as Mr Grey himself.
Jamie Dornan: Shades of Desire will reveal everything
fans want to know about the mysterious Mr Dornan,
from his tragic childhood to his career as a Calvin
Klein model, dating Keira Knightley to finding love
with his wife Amelia Warner. How does his part as a
BDSM-loving billionaire sit alongside his real life role
as a family man and father to a young daughter? And
how will he cope with fame as the Fifty Shades of
Grey films launch him into superstardom? This
biography will be the first to show what Jamie Dornan
is really like behind closed doors.

An Affair with a Notorious Heiress
Hi ha conceptes que semblen diàfans, però que poden
tornar-se ambigus quan hi reflexionem amb atenció,
com el de la violència. Si bé actualment aquest terme
envaeix el nostre espai i sovint el llegim de manera
unívoca, en el moment en què hi aprofundim hem de
reconsiderar-ne el significat. Així mateix, la identitat,
que ha estat el tema nuclear de l’art, el pensament i
la ciència occidentals des del Romanticisme fins al jo
líquid de la Postmodernitat, ha adquirit una dimensió
polisèmica al llarg del temps. Els articles que aplega
Violència i identitat, escrits per especialistes en crítica
literària i estudis culturals, tracten aquestes qüestions
alternant la mirada cap a les víctimes amb les
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múltiples figuracions de la violència en llibres com
Barbablava i Cinquanta ombres de Grey, en la
narrativa negra catalana escrita per dones, en l’obra
d’autors sirians i en la de Jean Améry, Ryszard
Kapuscinski, Herta Müller, Isabella Santacroce i
debbie tucker green, entre d’altres. En conjunt, el
volum cartografia la violència i també la seva funció,
la identitat, de manera que, en recórrer aquest
itinerari d’una direcció a l’altra, crea una xarxa de
senders molt suggeridora.

Ask Me
The first novel in the long-running sword-and-planet
series set on a Counter-Earth, where warriors rise
above the chaos of bondage and brutality. Tarl Cabot
has always believed himself to be a citizen of Earth.
He has no inkling that his destiny is far greater than
the small planet he has inhabited for the first twentyodd years of his life. One frosty winter night in the
New England woods, he finds himself transported to
the planet of Gor, also known as Counter Earth, where
everything is dramatically different from anything he
has ever experienced. It emerges that Tarl is to be
trained as a Tarnsman, one of the most honored
positions in the rigid, caste-bound Gorean society. He
is disciplined by the best teachers and warriors that
Gor has to offer . . . but to what end? Rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire. Tarnsman of
Gor is the 1st book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.
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Femdom Humiliation Bundle
What does it mean to be Black? If Blackness is not
biological in origin but socially and discursively
constructed, does the meaning of Blackness change
over time and space? In Physics of Blackness: Beyond
the Middle Passage Epistemology, Michelle M. Wright
argues that although we often explicitly define
Blackness as a “what,” it in fact always operates as a
“when” and a “where.” By putting lay discourses on
spacetime from physics into conversation with works
on identity from the African Diaspora, Physics of
Blackness explores how Middle Passage epistemology
subverts racist assumptions about Blackness, yet its
linear structure inhibits the kind of inclusive
epistemology of Blackness needed in the twenty-first
century. Wright then engages with bodies frequently
excluded from contemporary mainstream
consideration: Black feminists, Black queers, recent
Black African immigrants to the West, and Blacks
whose histories may weave in and out of the Middle
Passage epistemology but do not cohere to it. Physics
of Blackness takes the reader on a journey both
known and unfamiliar—from Isaac Newton’s laws of
motion and gravity to the contemporary politics of
diasporic Blackness in the academy, from James
Baldwin’s postwar trope of the Eiffel Tower as the site
for diasporic encounters to theoretical particle
physics’ theory of multiverses and superpositioning,
to the almost erased lives of Black African women
during World War II. Accessible in its style, global in
its perspective, and rigorous in its logic, Physics of
Blackness will change the way you look at Blackness.
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Last Breath
Grotesque photography is odd, unnatural, fantastic,
startling or bizarre in content.
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